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Motivation & Objective
➢ Recently, there has been an interest in superconductor-magnetic insulator hybrid 

Rashba nanowire setups for potentially hosting Majorana zero modes (MZMs) at 

smaller external Zeeman fields. 

➢ Large magnetic fields could potentially destroy superconductivity and there 

are practical issues regarding magnetic field alignment in nanowire networks.

➢ We develop a detailed quantum transport analysis for the hybrid system and uncover 

signatures of potential topological MZMs.

➢ We measure the nonlocal conductance in the 3-terminal device since the zero bias 

peak in the local conductance fails to distinguish between true MZMs and quasi-MZMs.
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Keldysh Nonequilibirum Green's Function Technique

Results and discussion

Features observed Analysis Conclusion
➢ As the coupling to the metallic contacts becomes much stronger 

than the coupling to the bilayer, the ZBCP asymptotically 

reaches the expected quantized value.

➢ For the system without disorder, the bulk gap closing and 

reopening is visible in the local and nonlocal conductance 

followed by the emergence of Majorana oscillations around zero 

energy. A finite low-bias non-local conductance only emerges 

after the topological transition (marked by closing, reopening of 

the gap).

➢ The low bias non-local conductance is rectifying in nature and 

switches sign as the voltage polarity is reversed. At the turning 

points, the non-local conductance vanishes.

➢ For the disordered case, we find signatures characteristic of a 

quasi MZM state, followed by a gap reopening signature and the 

emergence of a potential topological MZM.

➢ We see a ZBCP in the topological regime, which is split due to 

hybridization of the MZMs through the finite nanowire.

➢ The ZBCP is not exactly quantized due to the broadening induced by 

the SC-MI contact. When this broadening becomes negligible 

compared to that induced by the metallic contacts, it asymptotically 

reaches the quantized value.

➢ Since the zero modes appear after the gap closing and reopening in 

the clean nanowire, they are expected to be topological MZMs.

➢ The zero mode appearing in the disordered nanowire before the gap 

reopens is likely a quasi-MZM. A true MZM is formed at higher fields.

➢ There is a correspondence between non-local conductance and the 

BCS charges of the bound state at the leads. The vanishing of the 

nonlocal conductance at the turning points indicates that 

we have chargeless MZMs at the turning points, as expected.

Local and Nonlocal ConductanceThe SC-MI bilayer
The superconducting gap equation and the Usadel

equation are solved self-consistently to get the self-
consistent value of the superconducting gap

➢ The SC-MI hybrid nanowire exhibits transport signatures consistent 

with those expected from topological zero modes which are 

protected by a gap for the pristine and disordered wire.

➢ The local and nonlocal conductance can be used to identify MZMs 

in compliance with the topological gap protocol.

➢ When a smoothly varying potential is present, quasi MZMs may 

form with a premature gap closure in the conductance spectra.
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